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Abstract: Based on the digital footprint data, exploring the differences in tourist market structure
and driving factors before and after COVID-19 is important for identifying tourist market demand
and optimizing tourism product supply in the post-pandemic era. Most of the existing studies have
explored the impact of the pandemic on the tourist market in well-known or large cities and have
provided suggestions for tourism recovery. However, these suggestions are not entirely applicable
to smaller cities. Small cities have a single level of tourism product, high homogeneity of tourism
resources, small tourist market scale, and high volatility of the tourism industry. Therefore, it is
necessary to study the differences in the tourist market structure of small cities and its driving factors
before and after the pandemic and to propose targeted measures for the tourism recovery in the
post-pandemic period. This paper, taking small cities as the study area and using online travel diaries
as the data source, analyzed the differences in the spatial and temporal structures of tourist markets
and their driving factors in Dengfeng and Kaifeng, China, before and after the pandemic. Then,
countermeasures for tourism industry recovery in the post-pandemic era were proposed. The results
were as follows: the difference in the tourism off-peak season increased after the pandemic, and the
concentration of tourist market spatial distribution in Dengfeng showed a decreasing trend while that
in Kaifeng showed an increasing trend. In addition to region traffic, the driving effects of leisure time,
climate comfort and residents’ income level weakened after the outbreak. Dengfeng and Kaifeng can
enhance the tourist market tendency and attractiveness by creating special indoor tourism projects,
strengthening tourism product promotion and marketing and enhancing the facilities related to
self-driving tours.

Keywords: tourist market structure; tourist flow; digital footprint; online travel diary

1. Introduction

With the advantages of small investment, high return and low pollution, tourism has
become one of the strongest and largest industries in the global economy. In addition,
tourism has an important role in driving industries such as transportation, accommodation,
catering and retail, as well as entertainment and leisure. Tourism research helps to promote
socio-economic development, strengthen ecological civilization construction and increase
national employment [1].

Since the 1990s, the world’s tourism industry has been growing at an explosive pace,
with many countries, cities and regions participating in the fierce competition in the tourist
market. The competition in regional tourism is becoming increasingly fierce, which is
essentially manifested in the competition for the tourist market [2]. Therefore, it puts
higher requirements on the scientific planning of tourism destinations and the precise
marketing of tourist markets. Moreover, the tourist market has also gradually become an
important topic of tourism research, mainly focusing on spatio-temporal characteristics
analysis [3–5], influence mechanism analysis [6–8], motivation and demand analysis [9–11]
and assessment and prediction analysis [12–14].
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Due to the wide spread, long duration and large number of infections, COVID-19
(coronavirus disease 2019) has caused a huge impact on the rapidly developing tourism
industry since its outbreak in December 2019 [15]. The tourism industry has been forced
to press the pause button, which has caused serious damage to the tourist market, a deep
impact on the tourism economy and an existential crisis for tourism enterprises [16]. Under-
standing the impact of the pandemic on the tourist market and achieving efficient recovery
of the tourism industry in the post-pandemic era has become an extremely important and
urgent issue. Popescu [17] analyzed the impact of the pandemic on the Romanian tourist
market by comparing the number of tourist arrivals, overnight stays and outbound trips
in 2019 and 2020. Zhu [18] analyzed the impact of the outbreak on the tourist market in
Yunnan Province by comparing the number of tourism arrivals and tourism revenue in
2019 and 2020.

Existing studies have explored and analyzed the impact of COVID-19 on the regional
tourist market well. However, most studies used tourism numbers and tourism revenue
to determine the impact of the pandemic on the regional tourist market, which were
generalized. In addition, most of them provided suggestions for regional tourism recovery
after the pandemic through qualitative analysis, which was subjective [19]. Furthermore,
these studies mainly focused on well-known or large cities. However, these suggestions are
not entirely applicable to small cities. Small cities have a single level of tourism product,
high homogeneity of tourism resources, small tourist market scale, and high volatility
of the tourism industry [20]. Therefore, it is necessary to study the differences in tourist
market structures and their driving factors in small cities before and after the pandemic
and to propose targeted measures for tourism recovery in the post-pandemic era.

This paper analyzed the differences in tourist market structure and its driving factors
before and after COVID-19 in Dengfeng and Kaifeng, China, using online travel diaries
as a data source. It aimed to reveal the impact of the pandemic on tourism in small
cities, identify tourist market demand and optimize tourism product supply. It could
provide a basis for the formulation of regional tourism development strategies under the
normalization of the pandemic. Moreover, this study could help the rapid recovery of the
regional tourism industry and the improvement of regional tourism development.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Case Study and Data Source

As important provincial cities in Henan Province, Dengfeng and Kaifeng have a
profound cultural heritage and unique tourism resources (Figure 1). There is 1 world
cultural heritage site, 21 key cultural relic sites under state protection and 1512 existing
cultural relics and historic sites in Dengfeng. Kaifeng has one national 5A-level scenic
spot and more than 20 national cultural relic protection units. They regard tourism as
a key pillar industry for development. In recent years, relying on their history, culture
and geographical location, they have vigorously promoted the integration of culture and
tourism, and have made outstanding achievements in the construction of tourism cities
and the upgrading of tourism infrastructure, prompting the tourism industry to show
unprecedented positive trends.

Online travel diaries are mainly published by tourists with certain travel experiences,
and they record the time and trajectory of the travel [21]. Therefore, they have the advan-
tages of retrospection and detail. After comparing the major domestic travel websites and
social media, we chose to collect online travel diaries from Qunar (www.qunar.com (ac-
cessed on 16 July 2022)), Ctrip (www.ctrip.com (accessed on 16 July 2022)) and Mafengwo
(www.mafengwo.com (accessed on 16 July 2022)).

www.qunar.com
www.ctrip.com
www.mafengwo.com
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Figure 1. The location of Dengfeng city and Kaifeng city.

2.2. Methods

The tourist market research included three main modules: data collection, spatio-
temporal characteristics analysis and driving factors analysis. Firstly, digital footprint data
of tourists were obtained from online travel diaries, and then the data were cleaned to
generate a digital footprint database. Secondly, information extraction models were used to
analyze the temporal and spatial characteristics to obtain the structure of the tourist market
before and after COVID-19. Finally, the driving factors of the tourist flow’s spatial and
temporal heterogeneity before and after COVID-19 were analyzed based on the push–pull
theory. The detailed schematic is shown in Figure 2.
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2.2.1. Establishment of the Spatio-Temporal Database of Tourist Markets

The construction of a spatio-temporal database of the tourist market mainly included
data collection and data cleaning. Firstly, this paper used online travel diaries as the data
source. Then, we used the Octopus Collector (www.bazhuayu.com (accessed on 16 July
2022)) to collect data on travel websites from 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2021. Note
that there were some informational errors and logical issues with online travel diaries, such
as advertising posts, missing travel diaries, duplicate travel diaries and orphaned point
data [22]. Therefore, the data needed to be cleaned manually before analyzing the tourist
flow. Finally, a total of 557 pieces of valid data were reserved. For the cleaned data, we
used the method of mathematical statistics to generate the tourist market database.

2.2.2. Time Characteristics Analysis of Tourist Market Structure

Time characteristics analysis was used to analyze the temporal heterogeneity of tourist
markets. Firstly, the time concentration index was used to calculate the time concentration
degree of tourist flow. Secondly, the time fluctuation trend was visualized using time
series graphs.

(1) Time concentration index

The time concentration index [23] was used to analyze the time distribution concentra-
tion of geographic data in each month. The formula is as follows:

R =

√
∑12

i=1
(x i − 8.33)2

12
(1)

where R is the time concentration index of the tourism market; xi is the proportion of
tourists in each month; 8.33 is a constant, calculated from 100/12. The closer the R value is
to 0, the more uniform the time distribution of tourism flow. And the greater the R value,
the greater the time change. This means that the difference between the off-season and the
peak season is significant.

(2) Time series graphs

A time series graph [24] is a statistical tool to describe the trend of fluctuation of a
process characteristic value over a period of time. It is a statistical graph with time on the
horizontal axis and observed variables on the vertical axis. A time series graph was used
to observe the trend and deviation of the development of variables; for example, a period
time that fluctuates greatly.

2.2.3. Spatial Characteristics Analysis of Tourist Market Structure

Spatial characteristics analysis was used to analyze the spatial heterogeneity of the
tourist markets. Firstly, the geographic concentration index was used to calculate the spatial
distribution concentration degree of each region. Secondly, the tourist attraction radius was
used to calculate the tourist market attraction range. Finally, the core degree of the tourist
market was divided using the natural breakpoint method.

(1) Geographical concentration index

The geographical concentration index [25] was used to analyze the spatial distribution
concentration of geographic data in each region. The formula is as follows:

G = 100 ×
√

∑n
i=1

( xi
T

)2
(2)

where G is the geographic concentration index, xi is the number of online travel diaries in
each region, T is the total number of online travel diary datapoints and n is the total number
of regions. The range of value G is 0–100. The larger the G value, the more concentrated
the spatial distribution.

www.bazhuayu.com
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(2) Natural breakpoint method

The natural breakpoint method [26] is a statistical method for grading and classifying
according to the numerical statistical distribution pattern. It can maximize the difference
between classes. In any statistical sequence, there are some natural turning points and
characteristic points, which can be used to divide the research objects into groups of a
similar nature.

2.2.4. Driving Factors Analysis of Tourist Market Structure

Push–pull theory, which was proposed by Dann, an American tourism scientist, was
used to analyze the driving factors of tourist market attractiveness [27]. Dann first applied
push–pull theory from the field of studying population to the field of tourism and proposed
the theory of tourism driving factors. He argued that tourism is generated by a combination
of internal and external factors. Among them, push factors refer to the activities that
motivate tourists to find the satisfaction of their needs and belong to the internal factors
of tourists. Pull factors are destination attractiveness and destination-related motivations
held by tourists, which belong to external factors. For example, Wang et al. [28] chose
relaxation and health as push factors, and selected transportation, tourism resources and
tourism environment as pull factors to analyze the influencing factors of the Huangshan
Mountain tourist market. Zheng et al. [29] chose disposable income and leisure time as
push factors and selected environment and transportation as pull factors to analyze the
influencing factors of Americans traveling to China. Based on push–pull theory, this paper
summarized previous related studies and selected leisure time and climate comfort for
analyzing the temporal heterogeneity of the tourist market. Region traffic and residents’
income level were selected for analyzing the spatial heterogeneity of the tourist market.
Among them, leisure time and residents’ income level belonged to push factors and the
others belonged to pull factors.

(1) Leisure time

Leisure time is one of the prerequisites for the realization of tourism demand. It is also
an important factor affecting residents’ tourist behavior. In this paper, time series graphs
were used to analyze the influence of leisure time on tourists’ travel time.

(2) Climate comfort

Climate is an important environmental factor for tourism activities and affects seasonal
variations in tourist flow. The moisture–temperature index and index of clothing are
commonly used to measure climate comfort. This paper selected the moisture–temperature
index [30] to measure climate comfort. The formula is as follows:

THI = T − 0.55(1 − f)(T − 58) (3)

T = 1.8t + 32 (4)

where THI is the moisture–temperature index, t is the monthly average temperature in
Celsius (◦C), T is the monthly average temperature in Fahrenheit and f is the monthly
average air relative humidity (%).

(3) Region traffic

Region traffic is the linkage of the tourist market and destination and determines the
choice of a tourist destination for tourists. This paper used two indicators, the actual dis-
tance from the provincial capital of the tourist market to the destination and the perceived
distance (the shortest traffic time), to measure the region traffic.
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(4) Residents’ income level

People will only pursue higher-level needs after satisfying the most basic survival
needs. Therefore, the residents’ income level is one of the most important conditions for
developing tourism activities. This paper selected residents’ disposable income to measure
the income level of residents.

3. Results
3.1. Results of Time Characteristics Analysis of Tourist Market Structure

Based on the time concentration index, the concentration of the temporal distribution
of the tourism market in Dengfeng and Kaifeng before and after COVID-19 was analyzed
for all years. The results are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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The tourism market of Dengfeng was characterized by a relatively concentrated time
distribution. Before COVID-19, the time concentration index of tourists in Dengfeng city
had not changed much, and the tourist flow showed a relatively stable trend. After COVID-
19, the time concentration index showed an increasing trend and the difference between
the low and high seasons expanded.

The tourism market of Kaifeng was also characterized by a relatively concentrated
temporal distribution. Before COVID-19, the time concentration index of tourists in Kaifeng
city fluctuated. After COVID-19, the temporal concentration index showed a trend of rising
and then falling. However, the difference between the low and high seasons expanded
compared with that before the pandemic.

Using the time distribution chart, the fluctuation trend of tourism flow in Dengfeng
and Kaifeng in a year was analyzed, and the results are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
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The tourist flow in Dengfeng city had the characteristics of obvious seasonal changes.
Before COVID-19, April was the peak tourism season, while January was the low tourism
season. After COVID-19, June was the peak tourism season.

The tourist flow in Kaifeng city also had obvious seasonal change characteristics.
Before COVID-19, April was the peak tourism season, while December was the low tourism
season. After COVID-19, October was the peak tourism season, while December was also
the low tourism season.
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3.2. Results of Spatial Characteristics Analysis of Tourist Market Structure
3.2.1. Spatial Distribution of Tourist Markets

Based on the geographic concentration index, the spatial distribution concentration of
the tourist market in Dengfeng and Kaifeng over the years was analyzed, and the results
are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Among them, 17.96 is the geographical concentration index
when tourist flows are evenly distributed in all provinces.
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The geographic concentration index of Dengfeng was higher than 17.96 in the period
2015–2021. This indicates that the tourism market in Dengfeng showed the characteristics
of spatially concentrated distribution. Before the pandemic, the geographic concentration
index of Dengfeng showed continuous fluctuation. After the pandemic, the geographic
concentration index decreased continuously.
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The geographic concentration index of Kaifeng was higher than 17.96 in the period
2015–2021. This indicates that the tourism market in Kaifeng also showed the characteristics
of spatially concentrated distribution. Before the pandemic, the geographic concentration
index of Kaifeng showed continuous fluctuation. However, after the pandemic, the geo-
graphic concentration index increased continuously.

The spatial distribution of the tourist market in Dengfeng and Kaifeng was visualized,
as shown in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 10. Spatial distribution of tourist market in Kaifeng city (Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan
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The spatial pattern of the tourist market in Dengfeng before and after COVID-19 was
roughly in line with the “Hu Huanyong Line”. It showed a strong contrast between the
number of tourists from the southeast and the northwest. However, the number of tourists
in Dengfeng was significantly lower than before the outbreak of COVID-19.

The spatial pattern of the tourism market in Kaifeng before and after the pandemic
was also essentially consistent with the “Hu Huangyong line”, showing a strong contrast
between the number of tourists from the southeast and northwest. As in Dengfeng, the
number of tourists decreased significantly after the pandemic.
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Using the spatial distribution chart, the difference in the distribution of the tourist mar-
ket in Dengfeng and Kaifeng was analyzed, and the results are shown in Figures 11 and 12.
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According to the online travel diary data, the main tourist market of Dengfeng be-
fore COVID-19 was Henan, accounting for 29.7%. Then, Beijing and Shanghai followed,
accounting for 13.2% and 9.5%, respectively. After COVID-19, Dengfeng’s main tourism
market was also Henan, with 25.0%. Then, Beijing, Jiangsu and Shandong followed, all
accounting for 12.5%. It can be seen that Henan Province was the main market for tourism
development in Dengfeng city.

According to the online travel diary data, the main tourist market of Kaifeng before
COVID-19 was Henan, accounting for 25.0%. Then, Beijing and Jiangsu followed, account-
ing for 16.7% and 11.1%, respectively. After COVID-19, Kaifeng’s main tourism market was
also Henan, with 30.6%. Then, Guangdong, Beijing and Shandong followed, accounting for
16.3%, 10.2% and 10.2%. It can be seen that Henan Province was also the main market for
tourism development in Kaifeng city.

3.2.2. Classification of Tourist Market Structure

According to the intensity of tourist flow, the tourist market of Dengfeng and Kaifeng
was divided into four levels based on the natural breakpoint method, and the results are
shown in Figures 13 and 14.
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Figure 14. Spatial distribution of tourist market in Kaifeng city (Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan
excluded).

Before COVID-19, the core layer of Dengfeng was Henan Province. The sub-core
layer included Beijing and Shanghai. The middle layer included Shandong, Jiangsu and
Guangdong. After COVID-19, the core layer was also Henan Province. The sub-core layer
included Beijing, Shandong and Jiangsu. The middle layer included Zhejiang and Guang-
dong.

Before COVID-19, the core layer of Kaifeng was Henan Province. The sub-core layer
included Beijing and Jiangsu. The middle layer included Liaoning, Hebei, Shandong,
Hubei, Zhejiang and Guangdong. After COVID-19, the core layer was Henan Province.
The sub-core layer included Beijing, Shandong and Guangdong. The middle layer included
Zhejiang and Jiangsu.
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3.3. Results of the Driving Factors Analysis of Tourist Market Structure
3.3.1. Results of Driving Factors Analysis of Temporal Heterogeneity of Tourist
Market Structure

Based on push–pull theory, leisure time and climate comfort were used to analyze the
temporal heterogeneity of the tourist market, and region traffic and residents’ income level
were selected for analyzing the spatial heterogeneity of the tourist market. The correlation
analysis results were showed in Table 1. It could be seen that before and after the epidemic,
actual distance and cognitive distance had been significantly correlated with tourist flow
compared to climate comfort and residents’ income level.

Table 1. Correlations between driving factors and tourist flow of tourist market structure.

Correlation
(before COVID-19)

Correlation
(after COVID-19)

climate comfort (Dengfeng) 0.713 ** −0.06
climate comfort (Kaifeng) 0.535 0.523

actual distance (Dengfeng) −0.424 * −0.394 *
actual distance (Kaifeng) −0.461 ** −0.400 *

cognitive distance (Dengfeng) −0.454 * −0.407 *
cognitive distance (Kaifeng) −0.451 * −0.379 *

residents’ income level (Dengfeng) 0.371 * 0.340
residents’ income level (Kaifeng) 0.414 * 0.293

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level. * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

(1) Leisure time

Based on the time series graphs of tourist flow, the correlations between leisure time
and the tourist market structure of Dengfeng and Kaifeng were analyzed, as shown in
Figures 15 and 16.
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Before COVID-19, Dengfeng’s tourism flow showed peaks during the holidays. They
were manifested in the Qingming Festival, Labor Day, Dragon Boat Festival, summer
vacation, Mid-Autumn Festival and National Day. However, after the pandemic, the
holiday effect of tourist flow in Dengfeng weakened. But the number of tourists during
holidays was still higher than that of non-holidays.

Before COVID-19, Kaifeng’s tourism flow also showed peaks during the holidays.
They were manifested in the Spring Festival, Qingming Festival, summer vacation, Mid-
Autumn Festival and National Day. However, after the pandemic, the holiday effect of
tourist flow in Kaifeng city also weakened. But the tourism demand was still higher than
that of non-holidays.

During the holiday, tourists, with moreleisure time, had higher motivation to travel. It
can be seen that when the other conditions were the same, the more leisure time tourists
had, the more tourism demand there was. However, the holiday effect of tourist flow also
weakened due to the pandemic.

(2) Climate comfort

Based on the moisture–temperature index, the correlations between climate comfort
and the tourist market structure of Dengfeng and Kaifeng were analyzed, as shown in
Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 18. Correlation between climate comfort and tourist flow in Kaifeng.

Before COVID-19, it can be seen that there was a significant positive correlation
between climate comfort and tourism flow in Dengfeng, with a value of 0.713. However,
after COVID-19, the coefficient of correlation between climate comfort and tourism flow
was negative, at 0.06.

Before COVID-19, there was a positive correlation between climate comfort and
tourism flow in Kaifeng, and the correlation was 0.535. However, after COVID-19, the
coefficient of correlation was low, at 0.523.

Before COVID-19, it can be seen that when the other conditions were the same, the
more comfortable the climate, the more tourism demand there was. However, the corre-
lation between people’s willingness to travel and climate comfort has weakened due to
the pandemic.
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3.3.2. Results of Driving Factors Analysis of Spatial Heterogeneity of Tourist
Market Structure

(1) Region traffic

The correlations between tourist flow and actual distance and cognitive distance in
Dengfeng and Kaifeng were compared, and the results are shown in Figures 19 and 20.
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It can be seen that the actual distance and cognitive distance were significantly nega-
tively correlated with tourist flow in Dengfeng before COVID-19, with correlations of 0.424
and 0.454, respectively. After COVID-19, both the actual and perceived distances were also
significantly negatively correlated with visitor flow, with correlation coefficients of 0.394
and 0.407.

It can be seen that the actual distance and cognitive distance were also significantly
negatively correlated with tourist flow in Kaifeng, with correlations of 0.464 and 0.451, re-
spectively. After COVID-19, both the actual and perceived distances were also significantly
negatively correlated with tourist flow, with correlation coefficients of 0.400 and 0.397.

It can be seen that regardless of the impact of the pandemic, when the other conditions
were the same, tourists preferred to choose a tourist destination with a suitable distance to
save time and cost. It can be seen that when the other conditions were the same, the farther
the actual distance and cognitive distance were, the less travel enthusiasm there was.

(2) Residents’ income level

The correlation between the residents’ income level and tourist flow in Dengfeng and
Kaifeng was compared, and the results are shown in Figures 21 and 22.
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Dengfeng (Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan excluded).
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Before COVID-19, there was a significant positive correlation in Dengfeng, and the
correlation was 0.371. However, after COVID-19, the coefficient of correlation between
disposable income and tourism flow was low, at 0.340.
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Before COVID-19, there was a significant positive correlation in Kaifeng, and the
correlation was 0.414. However, after COVID-19, the coefficient of correlation between
disposable income and tourism flow was low, at 0.293.

Before COVID-19, it can be seen that when the other conditions were the same, the
higher the residents’ income level, the greater the possibility of residents participating in
tourism. However, the correlation between people’s willingness to travel and residents’
income level has weakened due to the pandemic.

4. Discussion

The outbreak of COVID-19 has brought great impacts and changes to tourism in
Dengfeng and Kaifeng. After the pandemic, the concentration of time distribution in
Dengfeng and Kaifeng showed an increasing trend. Furthermore, the spatial distribu-
tion concentration of the tourist market in Dengfeng showed a decreasing trend, while
that in Kaifeng showed an increasing trend. In addition to region traffic, the driving
effects of leisure time, climate comfort and residents’ income level were weakened after
the pandemic.

To reduce the risk of epidemic, tourists would choose to travel at the time when there
was no epidemic in the tourist destination. This might be the main reason for the increasing
concentration of time distribution of tourist flows in Dengfeng and Kaifeng. In order to
balance the tourism off-season, Dengfeng and Kaifeng should focus on the promotion of
preferential tickets for attractions during the off-season to create price advantages and
increase the intensity of tourist flow. Secondly, the low season of the tourist market was
mainly concentrated in winter. Weakening the role of climate resistance and creating special
indoor tourism projects such as leisure and sightseeing, famous paintings and exhibitions
are also important means to weaken the difference between the low and high seasons. In
addition, tourism control in the post-pandemic era cannot be ignored. For example, taking
time-sharing travel booking measures is the key way to guide tourists to stagger travel.

With the significant increase in personal space sensitivity brought by the pandemic,
tourists tended to choose self-drive tourism and short-distance travel [31]. This might be
the main reason for the rising concentration of the spatial distribution of the tourist market
in Kaifeng. The city of Dengfeng is home to Shaolin Temple, the birthplace of Chinese
kung fu, and Mount Song, one of the Five Mountains. Compared with Kaifeng, which
is dominated by humanistic landscape, the brand image of Dengfeng is more prominent.
Therefore, the tourist market in Dengfeng recovered faster after the pandemic. This led to a
decrease in the concentration of the spatial distribution of the tourist market in Dengfeng.
In order to recover the tourist market efficiently and quickly, Dengfeng and Kaifeng should
strengthen the promotion and marketing of tourism products and enhance the visibility
of tourism products. In addition, making use of the cultural, economic and political ties
between Dengfeng and Kaifeng and marginal-layer provinces to develop joint tourism
marketing strategies is also an important way to expand the scope of tourist market.

The pandemic presented the normalized characteristics of multi-point distribution.
The time of pandemic occurrence and residents’ closure in various provinces was irregular
and inconsistent. At the same time, to reduce the risk of infection of the pandemic, tourists
tended to choose staggered travel. This might make the correlation between tourist flow
intensity and leisure time, climate comfort and residents’ income level weaker. In addition,
tourists tended to choose self-driving tours and short-distance travel during the pandemic.
This meant that the tourist market distance still had a strong correlation with the intensity
of tourist flow. To meet the market demand, Dengfeng and Kaifeng should strengthen the
facilities related to self-driving and short-distance travel, and do a good job in guaranteeing
the transportation services at tourist destinations. For example, they could strengthen
the supply of charging points in scenic parking lots, improve the signs and markings on
self-driving roads and appropriately increase the construction of self-driving camps.
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In this paper, the time and spatial characteristics of the tourist market of small cities
and its driving factors before and after the pandemic were analyzed to reveal the impact
of the pandemic on tourism in small cities, identify tourist market demand and optimize
tourism product supply. However, COVID-19 is an ongoing hazard and is likely to change
in unforeseen ways [32]. Therefore, recovery policies need to be made by comprehensively
considering the driving factors, and this will be our main focus in the future. Moreover,
this study only used online travel diary data to analyze the market structure of small
cities, which may lead to conclusions that are not objective enough. To overcome this
limitation, it is essential to combine online travel diary data with geo-tagged photos, cell
phone positioning data, Weibo check-in data or official survey data to study regional tourist
markets [33].

5. Conclusions

This paper analyzed the time and spatial characteristics of the tourist market and
its driving factors before and after COVID-19 in small cities with tourism development
potential. Then, the impact of the pandemic on tourism was dissected, and suggestions
were made for regional tourism development under the normalization of the pandemic.
This paper, using Dengfeng and Kaifeng, China, as the study area and online travel diaries
from 2015 to 2021 as the data source, analyzed the time and spatial characteristics of the
tourist market and its driving factors before and after the pandemic. First, time series graphs
and the time concentration index were chosen to explore the temporal heterogeneity of the
tourist market. The geographic concentration index and natural breakpoint method were
selected to explore the spatial heterogeneity of the tourist market. Then, the driving factors
of spatio-temporal heterogeneity in tourist markets were analyzed based on push–pull
theory. The conclusions were as follows:

Firstly, winter was the low season of tourism in Dengfeng and Kaifeng. After the
pandemic, the concentration of the time distribution in Dengfeng and Kaifeng showed an
upward trend, and the difference between the low and high tourism seasons increased.

Secondly, the tourist markets of Dengfeng and Kaifeng showed a spatial distribu-
tion pattern of high in the southeast and low in the northwest. Henan Province was
their core tourist market. The spatial distribution concentration of the tourist market in
Dengfeng showed a decreasing trend after the pandemic, while that in Kaifeng showed an
increasing trend.

Thirdly, region traffic was the main factor affecting the attractiveness and tendency
of the tourist market. However, the driving effects of leisure time, climate comfort and
residents’ income level weakened after the pandemic.

Finally, Dengfeng and Kaifeng can enhance tourist market convergence by providing
special indoor tourism programs, strengthening tourism product promotion and marketing
and improving self-driving travel-related facilities.
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